When a low Rossby number barotropic flow accelerates in the laterally converging half of a strait, the local propagation speed of long topographic waves can be reduced to zero, thereby blocking or preventing the formation of a steady flow downstream from the strait. An inviscid longwave theory is presented for the new steady upstream and downstream states that evolve from the blocking wave. The enhanced inshore cyclonic vorticity extending far downstream suggests that topographic jetogenesis, rather than lateral eddy diffusion, in major ocean straits (e.g., Yucatan and Florida) may be important in generating or reforming boundary currents.
Introduction and simple considerations
tropic flow, having the same specified potential vorucity Steady barotropic currents tend to follow continental on the same streamline. Hydraulic transitions between isobaths when the curvature and the Rossby number such end states are possible, but the theory does not R are sufficientiy small. In a region of converging iso-address the question of the new upstream and downbaths mass conservation requires the downstream ve-stream states that evolve when an arbitrary upstream locity to increase, and potential vorticity conservation flow is blocked. In that case the spatial distribution of requires cross-isobath motions to account for the rel-an entirefield of potential vorticity is modified, so that ative vorticity changes. Thus the velocity field in a con-the problem becomes more difficult than the classical verging channel can increase to a critical state such one (Long 1972 ) in which only one or two parameters that the local propagation speed of long topographic (e.g., the fluid height) are necessary to describe the waves vanishes, in which case no steady downstream upstream state. For this reason it is desirable to restrict state exists for the given upstream flow. A theory will our problem to very simple fields of upstream potential be developed for the new upstream and downstream vorticity, such that only a finite number of degrees of freedom are involved in its modification. Herein lies state as a function of the topographic convergence. th e i nce of is uniform pot eia lict
The "blocking" effect that occurs when the flow bethe folo win g invisuid r a oteopian f-plane comes topographically critical is analogous to that in flow in the following inviscid, barotropic, and f-plane classical, nonrotating open channel hydraulics (Long model, Let us start by considering the steady flow shown in 1972) when an obstacle is towed along the bottom of Fig. I , in which the distinctive feature of the topography an otherwise resting layer of water with a speed greater is the relatively large convergence of the isobaths near than that of long surface gravity waves. A wave of ele-the central axis of the channel, as compared with the vation then forms with its trailing edge fixed near the obstacle, and with its leading edge propagating ahead convergence near the sidewalls. The downstream (x*) of the obstacle. In this way a new upstream state with gradient of isobathic depth h*(x*. y* ) is assumed small anoincrease d o wtrcle. nthis wa ned, ustrellas state wh compared to the cross-isobath (y*) gradient. so that an increased water level is produced, as well as a new -u*/ay* may be used as the long-wave approxi-(supercritical) downstream state. Similar effects occur mation for the relative vorticity, where u* is the diin a rotating stratified fluid when it is blocked, and here mensional downstream velocity, and v* << 0 is the it is the Kelvin wave propagation that is relevant. [See y* velocity component. Far upstream in Fig. I a unithe reduced gravity model of Gill (1977).] form u* = Uo is assumed, with Rossby number The control effect of continental topography on a U 1, where f> 0 is the Coriolis parameter. parallel current has been studied by several authors. Und er the Coriolis ter. Hughs( 985 196, 987 hascomute paticlar Under this condition a first approximation to the law Hughes ( f1985, 1986 Hughes ( f1985, , 1987 has computed particular of conservation of potential vorticity requires the steady "'conjugate" flow states, for stratified as well as baro-streamlines to coincide with the isobaths, as previously mentioned. To conserve mass between laterally con-the converging half of the strait, with the necessary Z_ relative vorticities being produced by cross-isobath -W stretching or squashing of columns. Thus the cyclonic / vorticity at P, (Fig. 1 ) and the anticyclonic vorticity __ at P 2 , require cross-slope displacements as indicatedyby the arrows.
0, 1
All but one of the following calculations will be done for models (Fig. 2) in which the smooth continental u-
slopes are replaced by escarpments (the dashed curves), across which the nondimensional depth charges discontinuously from hi = I to h =3 > 1. The lateral length scale is some W*, chosen (as convenient) to ------make either W'O or W, or W 2 equal to unity in Fig. 2 , " and the nondimensional D(x) gives the downstream (x) variation in width of the deepest part of the channel (the distance between escarpments). The uniform FIG. 2. An escarpment model as a limit of Fig. I . The depth is upstream speed Uo is the velocity scale, U/IW* is uniform on the two "shelves" of uniform nondimensional widths the vorticity scale, and the Rossby number is R 1 4 ,. 1'. The nondimensional depth increases(discontinuously)from Uo*f:W*.
unity to tt across the escarpments (dashed). Cyclonic vorticity ý is generated in the strip of width L, located between the upper escarp-
The main problem is to predict the steady flow hay-ment and the interface (solid curve) separating the layers of uniform ing three piecewise umiform potential vrt,:*cty layers, potential vorticity. Anticyclonic vorticity is generated in the L 2 layer.
and a given total volume flux at each x. These three layers are separated by two interfaces whose displacements LI, L 2 from their respective escarpments are tentatively assumed positive in the -y direction (to Likewise, the magnitude of the anticyclonic vorticity anticipate the jetlike profile in Fig. 2 ).
in the L 2 layer is •_ = ( 13-)/R, or
Since the upstream relative vorticity vanishes, and since potential vorticity is conserved, the cross-escarp--.
(1.2) ment stretching (03 -1) of columns in the L! layer produce the nondimensional vorticity According to the long-wave approximation the downstream velocity varies linearly in these two vortical lay-)3-1 ers, and outside the velocities UI, U, and U 2 are in-(1.1) dependent of y, where U is the uniform velocity in the R central region, U 1 is the upper-shelf velocity, and U 2 is the lower-shelf velocity. It is instructive to consider first the simplest example. in which both W1, W 2 are much larger than WO = I, in which case mass conservation in the relatively wide regions (W 1 , W 2 ) requires U, = U 2 ;. 1. Adding this w' to the appropriate shear [Eq. ( 1. 1 ) or ( 1.2)] gives the velocity U between the two interfaces Rossby number) barotropic flow through a strait. The sketched isobaths converge more rapidly in midchannel than the isobaths near the shores. The "zero-order" tendency for the flow to follow the
isobaths suggests a large U* must form in the highly convergent central portion of the straits. The implied relative vorticities require
The use of (1.4) then gives the quadratic equation 'odes cross-isobath displacements at points P, and P 2 as shown by the arrows; WO isa characteristic channel width (dimensional).
and the solution satisfying L, = 0 when D = I is 3a is dynamically equikalent to Fig. 2 
(1.6) (Such a model might b-xe realized in a long rotating channel by towing an obstacle placed on a wall through This is positive because D(x) < I, and thus our initial an otherwise resting liquid.) In this case a single interassumption L, > 0, L, > 0 is verified. The discriminant face separates two regions of uniform potential Nornicof the quadratic vanishes at a section where ity, and R = U'•/f/'* and j are first assumed to be such that a steady long-wave solution exists with L (Fig. 3a) gives the velocity anticyclonic vorticities may then cause separation as the jet enters the diverging half of the channel (Stern
and Whitehead 1990) . This is one kind of transition that would prevent a reversal of the vorticity generation at and above the escarpment. Therefore the total volin the diverging half of the strait, and that would allow ume transport above this interface is U, W, + I ( U, a jet to appear far downstream. + U)LO, and the latter must equal the transport 14' For the smaller W 1 , W 2 (narrower shelves in sections at x = -xo. Simplification of this equality using (2.2)-2 and 3), a hydraulic transition or blocking can occur (2.3) yields first, and the single shelf (W 2 = 0) model in section 2 I + L0/1WI BL, will address the main question, namely, what happens (2.4a) if minD(x) is small enough to block the uniform up-
Both kinds of transition seem to be relevant to the D = L + (2.4b) influence of major ocean straits on the circulation in I + ýL + 4L 2 W/2,' ( the basins they connect. One example is the Atlantic The implicit solution (2.4b) for L = L(D) reduces to western boundary current, which appears to become D = 1 + L(,/6W, -" + I ) + ---when L --0, and very diffuse (and remote from boundaries) after en-since D < I a necessary condition for the L > 0 astering the Caribbean Sea, and until it reforms as a jet sumption is in the vicinity of the Straits of Yucatan (Gordon 1967; Molinari et al. 1981 ). This Gulf Stream jet then passes > I +/3/W" (2.5a) through the Gulf of Mexico, and enters the Straits of Florida where the maximum mean inshore vorticity or increases to a value approximately equal to the Coriolis parameter (Brooks and Niiler 1977) . It is unlikely that R < -1 (2.5b) this large inshore vorticity can be correctly explained
by a lateral diffusion mechanism and a proper explanation should be based on an inertial (potential vor-The right-hand side of(2.4b) is positive and asymptotes ticity conserving) mechanism, taking into account the to D = L when L is large. so that a minimum D = D) isobaths (and the isopycnals) in the strait (Stern 1991 ) . exists. This point separates two branches (Fig. 3b) The minimum width D, of the strait necessar.y for blocking in this case is given by setting the discriminam dZ equal to zero, that is.
• depth l I .
Y (2.8) u---------------and therefore
( 2 .9 )
is obviously required to satisfy the transport relation W, U, = W, in the wide (W 1 > I ) region. an.The question arises as to the physical consistency of an inviscid escarpment model, and its relation to a model with slightly smoother topography. Accordingly, the critical value for (2.4b) has been compared (in the an unforced (free) wave. But the advance of the trough eventually ceases under the influence of the forced v, and the solution that vanishes at D = I is and thus the steady-state trough L > 0 (Fig. 3a) is attained in the strait.
AL
This picture applies to small values of ( I -D,), and for larger ones a first-order nonlinear hyperbolic 1)2 "cop equation (Stern ,no, Fig. 3b ) of the new steady so-stream from the strait. lution occurs, with cyclonic vorticity appearing in the This outline of the calculation will now be carried trough region (Fig. 4) . This (incomplete) picture of out for the simplest case of large W1 (cf. Eq. (2.7)]. in the temporal evolution provides the motivation for the which case the upper-layer velocity (2.9a) is nearly following "self-consistent" steady long-wave theory.
equal to unity (U 0 = I) at all x, and U = I + ýL Let x 0 in Fig. 4 denote the (unknown) zero crossing beneath the interface in the cyclonic (x > x)) region. point of the interface, let Do denote its distance from The steady mass balance for this region then becomes taining one unknown (U0). Since the blocking condition minD < D, is satisfied, the solution requires a branch point with dL/OD = oo, and with i9L/ax = (ZL/ Downstream from the branch point (x = 0) defined aD)(aD/ax) finite. Therefore the branch point must by (2.11) the appropriate solution of (2.12) is state (L > 0) after blocking occurs; but (2.13) restricts of persistent short wave effects, such as are bound to
The X -0 solution for x •< xr is obtained by noting occur (as "shocks") in the temporal evolution. These that U = I -Xý_ is the velocity below the escarpment eddy effects might be studied in a finite difference cornin H-ig. 4, where I_ = ý/[. Thexefolt tht total transport putation using a smooth continental slope model, such below the interface is as appears in the Appendix. given, respectively, by
DflU_
where U is the uniform velocity between the interfaces. These inequalities imply O' -[3D < 0, and therefore What is min(D) for a hydraulic or for a separating the solution of (2.18) satisfying X >• 0 is transition in this model?
For the lowest layer (Fig. 2 ) of uniform potential 
where Do is given by (2.16). These results may be summarized as follows. No In the uppermost layer the transport balance is blockingoccurswhen the minimumchannelwidth D,
exceeds the upper bound in (2.17), and in this case The values of ([, R, H' ) necessary to justify the L, the original upstream flow merely produces a symmetrical trough L(x) >_ 0 in the vicinity of the obstacle. > 0, L 2 > 0 assumpt;on are obtained by letting x --ao , L,
When D, is slightly less than the upper bound in 2M(x) -0'. In this region the linearization of (2.17), Eq. (2.16) gives Do -. 1, which means x 0 ne -A 0', and L(x) > 0at all x. But there is a (3.1)-(3.3) yields branch point at x = 0, and a transition from (2.14) to = (I + -4)L2, (2.15), so that at x = + ixi we get 2L = 2(I -I / +) > 0. If D, is decreased further below the upper bound L, = pWO -2M + fLin (2.17) then Do < 1 in (2.16), x 0 becomes finite negative, X(x) > 0, and a finite modification of the upstream state (Fig. 4) support a free (i.e., M(x) -= 0) stationary long wave of infinitesimal amplitude. Equation (3.4) implies that this will occur when the denominator vanishes, or when the left-hand side of(3.6) vanishes, or when an equality it will now be shown that neither L 1 nor L 2 can sign replaces the inequality in (3.7). The latter equality change sign farther downstream in the region where then gives the Rossby number for a stationary long their amplitudes are finite. Suppose the contrary were wave, and for smaller R the long wave propagates up-true, and let x' denote the smallest x at which either stream. It is under the latter condition were assembled by a symbolic computer program, and For example, when 3 = 1.5 (Table lb) , R = I/10, 1¢O The downstream evolution of the jet is illustrated in Fig. 5a for Wo = 8, R = 1/6,/3 =1.5. This shows that as x increases from -oc (where D = 8), ,.lc value of 0.s U, decreases and a hydraulic transition point occurs at D = 4.80 with minUl > 0. At a larger R (Fig. 5b) , with other things being equal, a separation (U 1 = 0) transition occurs first at D = 5.6. In both cases a jet the separation regime is relatively restricted, occurring only for the larger Rossby numbers and for the smaller topographic effect (/3 1). The table also shows that decreasing R, with fixed W 0 and #, requires a decreasing U Dit (i.e., a greater strait convergence) for a critical 1.5 state, and the accompanying maximum jet velocity U -2 is increased. When blocking occurs in Fig. 2 the new state that 1 arises could be obtained by generalizing the procedure in section 2, but the algebra then becomes formidable.
Interesting variations in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 might be obtained by less restrictive shelf widths (W 1 , W2), in 0.5 which case separation might be more prevalent. The effect of a sill might be obtained by allowing /3 to vary with D. It may also be possible to replace the rigid bottom in the central channel (Fig. 2) by an interface 0... beneath which the fluid density increases, and above would like to take this opportunity to correct an omission in that paper (Stern 1991 
